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By John Waters

Transworld Publishers Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Was It For This.?: Why
Ireland Lost the Plot, John Waters, Ireland today stands at a defining moment. The prosperity of the
Celtic Tiger years has given way to the sudden crash, the turbulence of the euro crisis, and the loss
of our sovereignty to the faceless technocrats of Europe and the IMF. Our leaders seem impotent
and rage, bewilderment and despair have swept through Irish society. "Was It For This.?" delves into
the Irish psyche to answer the questions: What happened to our hopes and dreams? What is at the
heart of the sense of betrayal that we feel? In the rush to modernity, did we throw away everything
of true value? Have we lost the ideals of nationhood and patriotism set out by those who dreamt of
the Irish Republic? John Waters' remarkable new book sweeps through the pages of our recent
history to get to the heart our political, social and existential identity crisis. Ranging across a vast
canvas, "Was It For This.?" argues that the Celtic Tiger was built on a collective delusion, and that
the seeds of its destruction were sown many years before it even...
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A top quality book along with the typeface employed was interesting to learn. It is one of the most amazing book we have study. I discovered this pdf from
my i and dad recommended this book to learn.
-- Mr . Ster ling  Ha ne-- Mr . Ster ling  Ha ne

Completely among the best pdf We have at any time study. We have study and i am sure that i am going to likely to read yet again once again in the
foreseeable future. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Penelope O 'Conner  DDS-- Penelope O 'Conner  DDS
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